PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY COURSES 2022-2023

GGR 112
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Fall term

GGR 201
INTRODUCTION TO GEOMORPHOLOGY
Fall term

GGR 214
GLOBAL WEATHER AND CLIMATE
Winter term

GGR 217
FUNDAMENTALS OF HYDROLOGY
Winter term

*GGR 316
LANDFORMS
Summer term

*GGR 307
ENVIRONMENTAL SOIL SCIENCE
Fall term

*GGR 374
WATER QUALITY AND STREAM ECOSYSTEMS
Fall term

GGR 377
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Fall term

GGR 305
BIOGEOGRAPHY
Summer term

GGR 304*
DENDROCHRONOLOGY
Winter term

GGR 305
BIOGEOGRAPHY
Winter term

GGR 317*
THE CRYOSPHERE: CANADA'S FROZEN ENVIRONMENTS
Winter term

GGR 383*
CONTAMINANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Winter term

JGE 383*
NATURAL HAZARDS
Winter term

*GGR 406
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
Fall term

JEG 417*
HONOURS THESIS

JEG 400*
GEOGRAPHY/ENVIRONMENT SCIENCE INTERNSHIP

* READ THE PREREQUISITE LIST CAREFULLY TO BE SURE YOU ARE ELIGIBLE